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The painted glass in the Lacobel and Matelac 
20/20 product range lends your walls and 
furniture a long-lasting and vibrant finish 
in a wide range of contemporary colours. 

The design options are virtually unlimited, 
as with their 20 identical shades in common, 
Lacobel and Matelac glazing can be subtly 
combined with a wide variety of materials such 
as wood, stone and metal to create a stylish 
ambience. 

There are three colour collections to choose 
from: Classics, Trendies and Exclusives. With this 
colour range, an almost infinite variety of looks 
can be created – harmonious to rich in contrast. 

And if your project requires a unique colour 
shade, the MyColour service will create one 
specifically for your requirements on request.

CONNECTIONS THROUGH 
VARIATIONS IN COLOUR

WALL PANELLING IN LACOBEL BROWN STARLIGHT
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A polypropylene film on the painted glass side provides even more protection for your 
Lacobel or Matelac product.

WALL PANELLING IN MATELAC GREEN SAGE

Walls, sliding doors and furniture retain their 
original appearance for years, because the 
production process used guarantees uniformly 
applied glossy (Lacobel) or matt (Matelac) paint 
that adheres flawlessly to the glass.

Only environmentally friendly paints are used 
for Lacobel and Matelac. Extremely low 
emissions of volatile organic compounds and 
formaldehyde mean that indoor air quality is 
maintained.

Thanks to 20 on-trend colours and the MyColour 
service, design options in gloss or matt are 
virtually unlimited.

Easy to install as Lacobel and Matelac (for 
furniture and wall panelling) are fitted just like 
mirrors. You can find installation instructions 
at www.yourglass.com.

For additional safety, Lacobel and Matelac are 
also available with SAFE(+) film on request.

CHOOSE SOMETHING 
SPECIAL
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The Classics
The Classics range features three timeless 
colours per product line. White Soft and Black 
Classic can be combined with all other colours. 
As the Lacobel version, they lend an interior 
a sophisticated sheen and reveal new aspects. 
As the Matelac version, the satin finish creates 
a cosy, intimate atmosphere. Lacobel Red 
Luminous adds vibrancy to an interior, while 
Matelac Silver Clear adds a subtle sophisticated 
feel.

The Trendies
The nature inspired contemporary colours of 
the Trendies series create warm textures and a 
soothing ambience. From the immaculate White 

Pure to the earthiness of Brown Natural, the 
palette includes other colours inspired by nature 
such as Red Terracotta, Green Soft and Green 
Sage. The almost identical colours in both ranges 
(with the exception of Beige Light/Warm) allow 
playful combinations of similar tones, creating 
a contemporary, colourful, high-end design for 
your interiors.

The Exclusives
The Exclusives range is designed to create 
interiors with a unique, sophisticated elegance. 
The colour palette includes three exclusive 
shades: silver*, metallic and glossy. Pair with 
luxury materials such as wood, marble or copper 
to create a wonderfully stylish environment.

*  Matelac silver products are made of non-silver-coated, 
acid-matted mirror glass.

LACOBEL & MATELAC

WALL PANELLING IN LACOBEL COPPER METAL
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A VARIETY OF COLOURS WITH MYCOLOUR

Even if the colour you are looking for is not 
in≈the existing palette, we have the solution. 
The MyColour by Lacobel and Matelac Service 
allows you to order any colour* of painted glass 
without compromising on the quality standards 
of Lacobel or Matelac. 

The “colour-on-demand” option is available 
for orders starting from 200 m2 per colour. 
This allows wall coverings and furniture to be 
perfectly coordinated with a custom design 
or a unique colour scheme. 

Special versions:

The SAFE and SAFE+ variants offer your glass 
enhanced protection. In the event of glass 
breakage, the shards adhere to the film, in turn 
preventing injuries. In addition, the film protects 
the painted side of the glass from scratches. 

When antibacterial glass is used, 99.9% of the 
bacteria that settle on the glass surface are 
eradicated and fungi are prevented from 
spreading. That makes this glass particularly 
suitable for tighter hygiene requirements.

*  This option is not available for transparent and metallic 
colours.

MYCOLOUR BY LACOBEL
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LACOBEL COLOUR RANGE 

Lacobel & Matelac technical specifications

Your requirements What you should bear in mind
Safety Tempering No For temperable, painted glass, see Lacobel T 

and Matelac T.

Laminated glass manufacture No

SAFE film Yes Lacobel and Matelac SAFE and SAFE+ comply 
with EN 12600

Cut Rectangular or round Yes Both product lines can also be cut to size in 
the SAFE/SAFE+ variant like conventional 
mirror glass – see processing guidelines.

Shaping and edge finishing Edge grinding Yes Both product lines are also suitable for shaping 
and edge finishing in the SAFE/SAFE+ variant 
like conventional mirror glass – see processing 
guidelines.

Grinding Yes

Drilling Yes

Notches Yes

Special finish Sand-blasting Yes Lacobel can be sand-blasted on the glass side 
and painted side. 

Acid matting Yes Matelac

Exterior applications - No Lacobel/Matelac must not be used for exterior 
applications or for insulating glazing, even if 
the coated side is on the inside.

TheClassics TheTrendies

White Soft
9010

Black Classic
9005

Red Luminous
1586

White Pure
9003

Anthracite 
Authentic 7016

Grey Classic
7035

Green Sage
8715

White Pearl
1013

Blue Shadow
7000

Brown Light
1236

Red Terracotta
8815

Beige Light
1015

Green Soft
8615

Brown Natural
7013

Grey Metal
9006

Copper Metal
9115

Taupe Metal
0627

Black Starlight
0337

Aluminium 
Rich 9007

Brown Starlight
9015

TheExclusives
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MATELAC COLOUR RANGE

Other features

Processing/properties Comments
Installation Orientation and protection of the 

metallic and Starlight paint layers
- Due to the special colour pigments of the 

metallic and Starlight paints, these coatings 
have a specific orientation. This must 
be taken into account during planning, 
processing and installation. The other 
colours in the range are applied isotropically 
(i.e. the paint layer has no “direction” or 
“orientation”).
If silicone is used when mounting the glass, 
additional protection of the back-painted 
glass is required for the metallic and Starlight 
colours. These colours may only be used 
for Safe or Safe+ versions – see processing 
guidelines.

Watertight  Yes All Lacobel/Matelac paints are water and 
moisture resistant.
Seal Lacobel/Matelac on the rear of the 
glass to prevent water ingress (use silicone 
for the joints).

Mechanical strength Yes Similar to float glass 
Do not damage the paintwork during 
processing and installation – see processing 
guidelines.
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TheClassics TheExclusives

White Soft
9010

Black Classic
9005

Silver  
Clear

White Pure
9003

Anthracite 
Authentic 7016

Grey Classic
7035

Green Sage
8715

White Pearl
1013

Blue Shadow
7000

Brown Light
1236

Red Terracotta
8815

Beige Warm
1015

Green Soft
8615

Brown Natural
7013

Grey Metal
9006

Taupe Metal
0627

Silver  
Bronze

Silver 
Clearvision

Silver  
Grey

Brown Walnut 
8915

TheTrendies
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